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Abstract

Although post-error slowing and the “hot hand” (streaks of good performance) are both types of sequential dependencies arising from the differential influence of success and failure, they have not previously been studied together. We bring together these two streams of research in a task where difficulty can be controlled by participants delaying their decisions, and where responses required a degree of deliberation, and so are relatively slow. We compared performance of unpaid participants against paid participants who were rewarded differentially, with higher reward for better performance. In contrast to most previous results, we found no post-error slowing for paid or unpaid participants. For the unpaid group, we found post-error speeding and a hot hand, even though the hot hand is typically considered a fallacy. Our results suggest that the effect of success and failure on subsequent performance may differ substantially with task characteristics and demands. We also found payment affected post-error performance; financially rewarding successful performance led to a more cautious approach following errors, whereas unrewarded performance led to recklessness following errors.
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1 Introduction

The effects of recent outcomes on future performance have been the subject of considerable interest, mainly in two largely non-overlapping literatures about post-error slowing and the hot hand. Post-error slowing describes systematic increases in response time (RT) following an error in rapid choice tasks (Laming, 1968; Rabbitt, 1966a). The hot hand originated in sports, and describes an increase in the probability of success after previous success. The hot hand is often considered a fallacy as, despite the strong beliefs of spectators and players, the effect is not often empirically observed in professional sports (Gilovich, Vallone & Tversky, 1985; see also Avugos, Köppen, Czienkowski, Raab & Bar-Eli, 2013). Although the two phenomena are framed in terms of failure (post-error slowing) and success (the hot hand), both are measured by a difference between post-error and post-correct performance. From a measurement perspective, the key difference has been the primary dependent variable — RT for post-error slowing, and the probability of success for the hot hand. Recently, however, post-error slowing research has placed increased importance on the effect of errors on subsequent accuracy (e.g., Danielmeier & Ullsperger, 2011; Notebaert et al., 2009; Schroder & Moser, 2014). Hot hand research has also increasingly examined whether sports players attempt more difficult (e.g., quicker) shots following success, which may obscure improved performance if it is measured solely by accuracy (Bocskocsky, Ezekowitz & Stein, 2014; Rao, 2009). Thus, research on the hot hand and post-error slowing taps related questions.

Empirically, there are distinct similarities between recent hot hand findings and well-established regularities found in post-error slowing research. Rao (2009) used video analysis and found that basketball players attempted more difficult shots following a successful run. More recently, Bocskosczy, Ezekowitz and Stein (2014) employed enhanced tracking technology and found players on a “hot run” take more shots of higher difficulty, and perform at above expected performance levels if shot difficulty is taken into account. Although it is debateable whether the difficulty of complex actions such as basketball shots can be precisely quantified, the increased difficulty of basketball shots following success resembles performance in rapid-decision tasks where gradual speeding (analogous to more difficult shots) is observed over runs of correct responses that precede an error (Dudschig & Jentsch, 2009; Laming, 1968; see Luce, 1986, for a review).

From a theoretical perspective, post-error slowing (Laming, 1968, 1979; Rabbitt, 1966a, 1966b, 1969; Rabbitt & Rodgers, 1977) was initially considered the result of an increase in caution following errors. The caution explanation also suggested that following success less caution is exercised, and response times get faster (Dudschig & Jentsch, 2009; Jentsch & Dudschig, 2009; Laming, 1968). Formal models of decision-making response-time (Dutilh et al., 2012a) and cognitive control (e.g., Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter & Cohen, 2001) have since established that increased...
response times following errors can often be causally linked with a higher response criterion following instances of high response conflict, including errors. The caution explanation aligns with the hot hand framework of Bocskocsky, Ezekowitz and Stein (2014), who noted that basketball players might be less cautious following successes. Hence, basketball players and experimental participants alike potentially employ less caution following success and more caution following errors. The level of caution adopted following success relative to failure is, therefore, central to both domains.

Despite these similarities, the hot hand and post-error slowing have typically been studied over greatly differing time scales and across very different environments. Post-error slowing research has been narrowly focused on simple and rapid choice tasks with high levels of experimental control (Yeung & Summerfield, 2012). In contrast, hot-hand research has mainly focused on uncontrolled sporting tasks (e.g., shooting a basketball) that unfold over longer (and often irregular) time scales. These narrow foci leave open questions in each field regarding the generalizability of findings. For example, Yeung and Summerfield (2012) questioned the degree to which the current body of post-error literature might scale up to explain decisions that are goal driven and temporally extended. Similarly, Bocskocsky, Ezekowitz and Stein (2014) found empirical evidence in support of theoretical speculation that basketball shooters attempt more difficult shots following success — yet the possibility that this finding generalizes as a behavioural regularity remains untested. In sum, each domain has had a narrow focus, and these foci are so widely separated that it is unclear whether post-error experimental findings might shed light on goal-driven behaviours in more complex environments (such as sporting performance), and vice versa.

To better assess the similarities and differences between post-error slowing and the hot hand, data are required that connect the two domains. Here we collected such data using the Buckets game, a computerized task, created by Williams, Nesbitt, Eidels, Washburn and Cornforth (2013), that utilises an intermediate time scale connecting post-error slowing and hot hand research. Participants were presented, on each trial, with four rectangular “buckets”, each half-filled with randomly positioned pixels. Over time, one of the buckets (target) accrues more pixels and gradually becomes fuller, while the other buckets (distractors) remain half filled. The task of identifying the target bucket, therefore, becomes easier as the trial progresses. The defining features of this game are that it presents temporally extended decisions (trials lasted up to 8 seconds), and that players can elect to respond more quickly with less chance of being correct, or more slowly with a higher chance of being correct. That is, players self-selected the level of difficulty they were willing to assume for each attempt. The goal of the game is to maximise the number of correct decisions in a fixed time period. Hence, responding quickly offered the benefit of more attempts overall, but at the risk of lower accuracy. Williams et al. (2013) described in detail how the game’s timing and incentive system were tuned. Players were explicitly informed that they control the difficulty of each attempt and that they can trade-off between difficulty and speed to maximize their overall performance. Because the speed-accuracy trade-off was explicit, the task slowed-paced, and each individual attempt was embedded within the overarching global context of maximising correct decisions in a limited space of time, the task lent itself to deliberative post-error adjustments. In the language of Yeung and Summerfield (2012), the task encouraged meta-cognitive judgements.

With respect to post-error slowing, the Buckets game allows us to assess post-error adjustments in a relatively simple but goal-driven task that unfolds over up to 8 seconds. With respect to the hot hand, the Buckets game allows expansion of the recent work of Bocskocsky, Ezekowitz, and Stein (2014), who found professional basketball shooters attempted more risky or difficult shots after previous successes. We can assess in a controlled environment whether this finding reflects a systematic behavioural trend. Furthermore, if players systematically adopt more or less risk following success or failure, we can assess how this affects detection of the hot hand.

An important consideration in using the Buckets game is that participants are motivated to achieve its goals. Psychologists and economists hotly debate the benefits of financial incentives and how such incentives influence intrinsic and extrinsic motivation (e.g., Read, 2005; Camerer & Hogarth, 1999). Less controversial is the empirical finding that financial incentives do alter performance systematically in cognitive tasks (Botvinick & Braver, 2015; Camerer & Hogarth, 1999). For mundane laboratory tasks, financial incentives improve motivation and performance (Cameron, Banko & Pierce, 2001; Camerer & Hogarth, 1999; Kouniher, Charron & Koechlin, 2009; Padmala & Pessoa, 2011). Further, monetary rewards seem to facilitate performance to a greater extent when incentives are contingent upon the level of performance (Bonner, Hastie, Sprinkle & Young, 2000). Botvinick and Braver (2015) described improvements in cognitive task performance due to financial incentives as a fundamental phenomena that links motivation to cognitive control. That is, financial incentives increase the level of cognitive control available for a task, which is turn improves performance.

Botvinick and Braver (2015) note that fluctuations in cog-
nitive control linked to motivation are observed not only in overall performance but also at short, trial-by-trial, time scales. Indeed, post-error adjustments are typically considered a fundamental aspect of cognitive control (Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter & Cohen, 2001; Gehring & Fencsik, 2001; Ridderinkhof, Van Den Wildenberg, Wijnen & Burle, 2004). It is not surprising, then, that, like overall performance, post-error adjustments have been empirically linked to financial incentives and motivation. Sturmer, Nigbur, Schact and Sommer (2011) found that performance contingent on incentives led to an increase in post-error slowing, which is commensurate with findings of increased post-error slowing when financial rewards were tied to more accurate performance (Ullsperger & Szymanowski, 2004).

Motivation has also been of interest in the hot hand domain. For example, null results from experimental investigations (e.g., Gilden & Wilson, 1995) have been criticised because they were not collected from highly motivated participants typical of professional sporting settings (Smith, 2003). Thus, motivation and its effects on control and performance are of interest to both post-error slowing and the hot hand. Given the potential importance of motivation, we compared paid performance to unpaid performance in the Buckets Game. Payment was contingent on performance — participants received one point for each correct response, and higher overall scores received greater financial reward.

The post-error slowing literature suggests that participants may adopt a more cautious approach following errors, and the hot hand literature suggests that players adopt a more risky approach following success; we therefore expected, for both paid and unpaid players, post-error slowing and post-success speeding (which are equivalent results). Because the target became easier to identify over time, we expected this additional caution following errors to result in higher accuracy following errors and lower accuracy following success. Note this is the reverse of predictions based on belief in the Hot Hand. We expected financial incentives to exaggerate this post-error slowing and reversal of the hot hand. That is, we expected the performance-contingent incentives (higher financial reward for higher game scores) to enhance goal motivation and result in higher levels of cognitive control — observed as (1) overall improved performance and (2) increased post-error slowing.

As a caveat, we note that Bocskocsky, Ezekowitz and Stein (2014) reported basketball players took more risk following success with little or no reduction in accuracy. Therefore, it is possible in the Buckets game that post-error slowing and post-success speeding would not be associated with any appreciable change in accuracy. This result — more difficult attempts for no loss of accuracy — would indicate an overall increase in performance following success, consistent with Bocskocsky et al.’s view of the hot hand.

2 Method

2.1 Participants

Sixty-seven undergraduates from the University of Newcastle, Australia, took part in the experiment, with 42 rewarded by course credit that was not contingent on performance. Of the 42 rewarded by course credit, 21 participated on campus in experimental testing rooms, while 21 participated online in their own time. At the beginning of the session for on-campus participants, we provided a verbal explanation of the game and encouraged them to remain motivated throughout the experiment. Despite these instructions, we found no differences between the on-campus and online sampling methods. This is in line with findings that these two sampling methods produce equivalent results for both cognitive (Crump, McDonnell & Gureckis, 2013) and other psychological research (Gosling, Vazire, Srivastava & John, 2004). The remaining 25 players were undergraduate students, not limited to psychology, and recruited via posters placed around the campus. They participated in our testing rooms, and were paid $10 plus 5 cents per correct target identification, with a maximum possible payment of $20. In addition to the standardised on-screen instructions, they received a verbal explanation of the game and the payment structure. We label the two groups in terms of reward: paid and unpaid.

2.2 The Buckets game

The Buckets game was coded in actionscript for Adobe Flash, an easily distributable platform that records response times with an adequate precision for our purposes (Reimers & Stewart, 2007). In the Buckets game, four 100x50 pixel rectangles (‘buckets’) were displayed on a computer screen, each with 50% of its pixels filled blue (blue dots). The location of blue pixels within buckets was randomly updated every 100ms, and one of the buckets was slowly filled with more blue pixels. The player was asked to identify this target (see Figure 1). The target received additional blue pixels at an average rate of 1.875 pixels per 100ms update. Players could select the target and hence terminate the trial at any time during the maximum trial duration of 80 updates (or equivalently, 8sec). A fixation-cross preceded trials and lasted 300ms. Visual (i.e., “CORRECT” or “INCORRECT”) and auditory (i.e., cash register “ker ching”, or incorrect buzz) feedback, lasting 500ms, was provided on the accuracy of each attempt, followed by a between-trial
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Two-tailed Bayesian independent samples t-tests, performed as per the analysis comparing paid and unpaid players below, and reported in favour of the alternate hypothesis, indicated no evidence for the hypothesis of a difference between on-campus and online sampling for post-error RT adjustments [traditional: BF = 1.01; robust method: BF = 1.53; matched: BF = 0.62], or post-error accuracy adjustments [(traditional: BF = 0.30; robust: BF = 0.89); matched: BF = 0.31].
Post-error recklessness measured in this way can also be considered post-error slowing. It is useful to note that post-error slowing involves calculating a difference between post-error and post-correct trials. The final four blocks were each 10 mins in length. The total game score was the sum of correctly identified targets over the four 10 min blocks.

On-screen instructions indicated the aim of the game was to identify as many targets as possible within the time allocated. On-screen instructions also made explicit that faster, and so more difficult responses, allowed for more attempts overall, but at a higher risk of making errors. During play, a countdown clock indicated the number of seconds remaining in the block, and a counter indicated the number of correct decisions made during the current block. Between blocks, players were provided updates on their previous block performance, and overall performance.

2.3 Analyses

Post-error adjustments. There are several methods in the literature for measuring post-error adjustments. We used three — traditional, robust, and matched. Each method involves calculating a difference between post-error and post-correct performance. It is useful to note that post-error slowing (PES) measured in this way can also be considered post-correct speeding. The traditional method involves subtracting, for each participant, the mean RT of the post-error trials from the mean RT of the post-correct trials. Similarly for accuracy, it subtracts the conditional probability of a hit preceded by a hit from the conditional probability of a hit preceded by a miss.

The other two measures address drawbacks of the simple global averaging used by the traditional method. One drawback is that short-term effects like post-error slowing can be confounded with long-term effects like fatigue, distraction, or boredom (Dutilh et al., 2012b). Dutilh et al. (2012b) proposed a solution that paired post-error trials with immediately preceding pre-error counterparts that are also post-correct trials. Pairwise differences are then calculated (i.e., [post-error RT] minus [pre-error, post-correct RT]), with the mean of the differences providing a robust measure of post-error RT adjustments. Dutilh and colleagues showed the robust method is able to differentiate true post-error adjustments from confounding long-term effects. Dutilh et al. (2013) employed the same type of pairs to calculate post-error accuracy adjustments. We describe these RT and accuracy based differences as “robust” measures.

A second drawback of the traditional method is that it can be confounded by systematic differences in the relative speed of correct and error responses (Hajcak & Simons, 2002). Consider a participant who slows down after all fast responses. This participant is not adjusting to errors, but is sensitive to the speed of their previous response. If errors are faster than correct responses — as is the case in the Buckets game — the traditional method of calculating post-error adjustments spuriously indicates post-error slowing. To counter such confounds, Hajcak and Simons paired each error response with a correct response closely matched on RT. We used such pairs in the same way that pairs were used in the robust method, to calculate what we call “matched” measures based on both RT and accuracy.

Statistical comparisons. Null hypothesis tests cannot provide evidence in favour of the null, which is problematic because providing evidence for both null and alternate hypotheses is useful in assessing our results. Therefore, we performed all statistical comparisons using the Bayesian approach implemented in the BayesFactor package for R (Morey & Rouder, 2014), as called by JASP (Love et al., 2015) — the user friendly graphical interface for common statistical analyses. The Bayesian approach allows quantification of evidence in favor of either of the hypotheses, and each test produces a Bayes Factor (BF) that indicates...
the factor by which prior beliefs should be changed by the data. We use the classification scheme proposed by Jeffreys (1961) to describe BF results. Unless otherwise specified we employed a default Cauchy prior width of $r = 1$ for effect size, as specified by Rouder et al. (2009) and Wetzels et al. (2009).

### 3 Results

We first checked whether accuracy improved as participants waited for more dots to accumulate in the target bucket. Accuracy by time for all attempts is shown in Figure 2. Accuracy increased as expected for 0–7,000ms, but then plateaued, and dropped steeply for responses slower than 7500ms. Errors that are slower than 7500ms included both non-attempts (failure to beat the deadline) as well as incorrect attempts. Given the high error rate, we suspected the looming deadline led to late guesses. Because it was impossible to identify and separate late guesses from “proper”, non-guess attempts that resulted in errors (or hits, for that matter), we removed contributions to post-error adjustment calculations that relied on responses slower than 7500ms, which were 3% of all attempts, 25% of which were non-attempts. For example, for the robust method, if any $e$–2, $e$–1, $e$, or $e$+1 response was slower than 7500ms, where $e$ indicates the trial index of an error, the pre- and post-error paired difference for this quartet of trials was removed from analysis. We also removed contributions relying on responses faster than 500ms, which were 8.8% of all attempts, 44% of which come from the 2 participants who are subsequently excluded. Based on players’ self-report these very fast responses represented guesses.\(^4\)

\(^4\)Our findings were robust against variations in the exclusion criteria. To check, we re-ran our post-error analyses for accuracy and RT changes (as seen in Figures 4 and 5, and reported in corresponding text) for three different exclusion scenarios. Under scenario 1 no responses were excluded, and for scenario 2 only responses slower than 7500ms were excluded. For both scenarios we found an unchanged pattern of RT and accuracy post-error results, and statistical reliability increased for the critical RT results. Under scenario 3 only responses faster than 500ms were excluded. Here we again found an unchanged pattern of RT and accuracy post-error results, however, the statistical reliability of RT results decreased for the traditional ($BF = 7.55$) and matched ($BF = 2.12$) methods, but increased for the robust method ($BF = 20.4$). No participants were excluded under scenarios 1 and 2 whereas two participants were excluded under scenario 3.

We then confirmed that each participant had enough remaining responses to calculate post-error and hot-hand measures. For the traditional method we required that each participant contributed at least 20 errors and 20 correct responses. One player from the unpaid group failed to meet these criteria, having made many responses faster than 500ms. For the robust measure, we required at least 20 suitable pairs. One additional player from the unpaid group was excluded due to too many fast responses. For the matched measure, we also required 20 pairs, with no further exclusions required. This left 45 and 20 participants in the unpaid and paid groups, respectively.

Figure 3 demonstrates the efficacy of our payment manipulation, with higher accuracy, slower responding and higher overall game scores in the paid group. We used one-sided Bayesian independent samples t-tests to quantify the evidence for the hypotheses that the paid participants would be slower, more accurate, and accumulate higher overall scores. Here we report Bayes factors in favour of the alternate hypothesis. The Bayes factors were $BF = 271$, $BF = 3780$, and $BF = 894$ respectively, indicating that the observed data were much more likely under the alternative hypothesis that postulates an effect of payment than under the null hypothesis that postulates the absence of the effect. This is decisive evidence in each case. We conclude that paid players were more focused on achieving the game goals than players from the unpaid group.

### 3.1 Post-Error Analysis

**Post-error response-times.** For all methods, post-error adjustments were calculated on an individual basis. Figure 4 displays the results for post-error RT analysis and highlights two important results. Firstly, the direction of the difference between paid and unpaid participants was in line with expectations. Secondly, and surprisingly, no post-results, and statistical reliability increased for the critical RT results. Under scenario 3 only responses faster than 500ms were excluded. Here we again found an unchanged pattern of RT and accuracy post-error results, however, the statistical reliability of RT results decreased for the traditional ($BF = 7.55$) and matched ($BF = 2.12$) methods, but increased for the robust method ($BF = 20.4$). No participants were excluded under scenarios 1 and 2 whereas two participants were excluded under scenario 3.
error slowing was observed for any of the groups and regardless of the method of calculation. Instead, considerable post-error speeding was documented for the unpaid group. This is supported by 95% credible intervals that indicate the unpaid group showed reliable post-error speeding for the traditional, robust, and matched methods. In contrast, the paid players showed no reliable post-error speeding for any method, and a near zero post-error RT adjustment for the robust and matched methods. One-sided Bayesian independent samples t-tests, reported in favour of the alternate hypothesis, confirmed that the paid sample showed less post-error speeding for the traditional, robust, and matched methods. The y-axis represents post-error RT adjustment. Above zero values indicate more accurate identification of the target following an error. Below zero values indicate more accurate identification of the target following success, or a hot hand. The errors bars indicate the standard error of the mean. The horizontal lines indicate the 95% credible interval for the mean.

Post-error accuracy. Figure 5 displays results for post-error accuracy adjustments. There was a tendency for lower accuracy following errors, or equivalently, higher accuracy following success, that is, a hot hand. Overall, this tendency ranged from 2–5%, but for the paid sample this tendency was smaller and less reliable. One-sided Bayesian independent samples t-tests, reported in favour of the alternate hypothesis, confirmed that the traditional method provided anecdotal evidence for the alternate hypothesis of a larger decrease in post-error accuracy for the unpaid group ($BF = 2.53$), whereas the robust ($BF = 0.36$) and matched ($BF = 0.30$) methods showed anecdotal and substantial evidence respectively for the null hypothesis of no difference between post-error accuracy adjustments for paid and unpaid players.

With the RT adjustments reported above, it seems that unpaid players become more cautious and accurate following errors, or less cautious and accurate following errors.

Short- and long term effects of errors. Figure 4 suggested, for both paid and unpaid groups, that the traditional method indicated more post-error speeding than the other methods, for both the paid and unpaid groups. Because the traditional method captures both short-term and long-term sequential effects, whereas the other methods focus specifically on the short-term effects of errors, we used this difference to estimate the relative influence of short- and long-term effects in the Buckets game. A three (measure: traditional, robust, matched) by two (sample: paid, unpaid) Bayesian mixed model ANOVA indicated evidence for the main effects of measure and group with this two factor model maximizing the marginal probabilities relative to the null model of no effects, JASP estimating the $BF=90,000$. While no single factor model was supported, it can be instructive to assess these models to shed light on the relative influence of the two factors. In terms of the two effects, measure had an extremely strong influence relative to the null, $BF=90,000$, whereas group had a less pronounced effect, $BF=10$. Bayesian paired samples t-tests, reported in favor of the alternate hypothesis and with posterior model odds calculated using model priors that were adjusted for multiple comparisons, provided de-
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Figure 4: Post-error (PE) RT adjustment in the Buckets game for paid (P) and unpaid (U) participants, for each of the traditional, robust, and matched measurement methods. The y-axis represents post-error RT adjustment. Above zero values indicate post-error slowing, or more caution following an error. Below zero values indicate post-error speeding, or less caution following an error. The errors bars indicate the standard error of the mean. The horizontal lines indicate the 95% credible interval for the mean.

Figure 5: Post-error (PE) accuracy adjustment in the Buckets game for paid (P) and unpaid (P) players, for each of the traditional, robust, and matched measurement methods. The y-axis represents post-error accuracy adjustment. Above zero values indicate more accurate identification of the target following an error. Below zero values indicate more accurate identification of the target following success, or a hot hand. The errors bars indicate the standard error of the mean. The horizontal lines indicate the 95% credible intervals for the mean.
cisive evidence that the traditional method showed more post-error speeding (marginal mean = −267ms) than both the robust (marginal mean = −112ms, BF = 331) and matched (marginal mean = −124ms, BF = 1657) methods, and strong evidence for no difference between the robust and matched methods (BF = 0.03). Thus, the short-term effects of errors accounted for approximately half of the post-error speeding seen in the Buckets game.

4 Discussion

We aimed to investigate sequential effects caused by the influence of previous-response success (or failure) on current performance. The Buckets game provided an intermediate time-scale and a carefully controlled environment so that both hot-hand and post-error statistics could be estimated from the same data. Players were either paid or unpaid, with payments structured to incentivise the Buckets game goal of maximising the number of correct target detections in a fixed time period. Past experimental investigations have typically found post-error slowing. In contrast, hot hand research has focused on professional sports settings. Although the hot hand is typically considered a fallacy (Avugos, Köppen, Cziesielski, Raab & Bar-Eli, 2013; Bar-Eli, Avugos & Raab, 2006), professional basketball players have been reported to take more difficult shots following success (Bočskocsky, Exekowitz & Stein, 2014; Rao, 2009), which would mask a hot-hand effect.

As expected, we found monetary rewards improved overall performance. We also found that financial incentives influenced post-error RT adjustments in the expected direction, toward post-error slowing. This is in line with previous findings that financial incentives improve performance in cognitive tasks (Kouziier, Charron & Koechlin, 2009; Padmala & Pessoa, 2011; Bonner, Hastie, Sprinkle & Young, 2000; Camerer & Hogarth, 1990) and increase post-error slowing (Sturmer, Nigbur, Schacht & Sommer, 2011; Ullsperger & Szymanowski, 2004). Our work provides an extension of these previous findings in that the shift we observed toward post-error slowing for paid players occurred in a novel and temporally extended task. This result was encouraging with regard to our primary theoretical investigation, it suggested that behaviour in the Buckets game — an intermediate environment between those typically used to study post-error slowing and the hot hand — showed behavioural signatures consistent with the post-error slowing literature. Thus, our data supported the broader position that increased motivation will result in an increased level of cognitive control, regardless of task (Botvinick & Braver, 2015).

\[ \frac{p/p \times BF}{0.794}/0.794 = 2.6. \]

Importantly though, we found that unpaid players exhibited post-error speeding rather than slowing, and that paid participants showed neither post-error slowing nor post-error speeding. These results suggest the influence of the prior outcome may be quite different in an environment such as the Buckets game to those typically used to investigate post-error slowing or the hot hand. In regards to post-error slowing, our finding of post-error speeding for the unpaid group was especially surprising and rare.

Notebaert et al.’s (2009) orienting account of post-error slowing provides a potential reconciliation of this surprising result. Notebaert and colleagues proposed participants are surprised and distracted by errors when they are rare — the usual case in most post-error slowing research — and are slowed because they must reorient to the task after committing errors. Conversely, when success is rare, the orienting account predicts post-error speeding, a prediction that has been confirmed in some rapid-choice tasks when errors are more common than correct decisions (e.g., Houtman, Núñez Castellar & Notebaert 2012; Núñez Castellar, Kühn, Fias & Notebaert, 2010). Consistent with this account, in our data error rates were higher for unpaid participants (average rate of 58%) than they were for paid participants (average rate of 40%). Therefore, according to the orienting account, error rates for unpaid participants were in the region that might encourage post-error speeding, whereas error rates for paid participants were in the region that might encourage no post-error slowing.

The orienting account does not predict a difference in post-error behaviour based on the level of motivation. However, it makes another testable prediction, namely a positive relationship between the overall rate of errors and post-error RT adjustments, with post-error slowing increasing with increased accuracy. To test the orienting account we investigated the relationship between accuracy and post-error RT adjustments for all players in the two groups, paid and unpaid. Figure 6 shows that accuracy explains very little of the variance in any of the three measures of post-error RT adjustments. Bayesian tests of correlation, using a Beta prior
width of 1 and reported in favor of the alternate hypothesis, confirmed that for both the traditional \((BF = 0.37)\) and matched methods \((BF = 0.25)\), there was evidence for the null hypothesis of no relationship between accuracy rate and magnitude of post-error adjustments. For the robust method \((BF = 3.34)\), there was evidence in favor of a relationship. A potential reason for a lack of orienting effects is that the Buckets game had a minimum 1,300ms inter-trial-interval and a possible 8,000ms trial time. These longer time scales may have negated the impact of re-orientation. In any case, the orienting account cannot explain post-error speeding in the Buckets game.

With the orienting account excluded, a lack of post-error slowing for paid participants and the post-error speeding observed for unpaid participants suggest there are substantial differences between post-error behaviour in the Buckets game and in typical rapid-choice tasks. Future work could explore the specific task demands that are responsible for this lack of post-error slowing. To this end, it is useful to note that the Buckets game — while a novel intermediate step between rapid choice and sporting environments — is related to two other paradigms. First, it is related to the expanded judgement task developed by Irwin, Smith and Mayfield (1956), and in particular the information-controlled expanded-judgement tasks used by Brown, Steyvers and Wagenmakers (2009), and Hawkins, Brown, Steyvers and Wagenmakers, (2012). In these tasks, evidence for a target item among distractors is accumulated stochastically on screen in discrete time steps. As in the Buckets game, information toward the correct decision accumulated slowly over time, and the longer a participant waited before responding, the more likely they were to correctly identify the target. These tasks closely resemble the temporally extended nature of the Buckets game. Second, the goal driven structure of the Buckets game, in which players were asked to maximise the number of successes within a fixed time period, is related to rapid choice tasks used to investigate reward-rate optimization (e.g., Bogacz, Hu, Holmes & Cohen, 2010; Simen et al., 2009). It would be interesting, therefore, to examine post-error effects in these paradigms. In any event, a lack of post-error slowing in the Buckets game provides the empirical evidence in support of the speculations of Yeung and Summerfield (2012): there may be substantial differences in post-error behaviour for goal driven and temporally extended tasks when compared to rapid choice tasks.

Given the differences between paid and unpaid post-error performance, our data support an account of post-error speeding in the Buckets game that rests on participant motivation. We propose our unpaid participants were generally unmotivated, and rather than recruiting cognitive control, errors further decreased the level of cognitive control available. In other words, we propose that in the Buckets game environment — which we note had relatively low success rates — unpaid participants were discouraged by errors and consequently made less cautious responses, whereas success encouraged them to try harder. This might be considered “post-error recklessness”. For the group rewarded by monetary incentive however, cognitive control was enhanced — as evidenced by better overall performance — and the discouraging impact of errors was negated, explaining why we observed post-error speeding for unpaid, but not paid, participants. It may have been that there were individual differences in the motivating effect of financial incentives, so that some paid participants were motivated to increase caution after errors, but some were discouraged by them as in the unpaid group, so that on average there was no post-error slowing. Future research might directly measure motivation in order to check whether it correlates with the level of post-error slowing. Future work may also consider whether similar mechanisms contribute to post-error speeding observed in rapid choice when error rates are very high.

With regards to the hot hand, unlike professional basketball where post-success increases in shot difficulty may mask the hot hand (Bocsckosky, Exekowitz & Stein, 2014; Rao, 2009), we found the difficulty-accuracy trade-off was most likely a major cause of us finding a hot hand effect in our unpaid players. This hot hand effect was absent for paid players. Estimated at approximately 5% by the traditional measure, our unpaid players showed a hot hand effect closer in size to that reported in hot hand beliefs (Gilovich, Vallone & Tversky, 1985) than any previous research we are aware of. This finding hints at reconciliation between hot hand beliefs and empirical data that rests on motivation and cognitive control. Specifically, when player motivation is low, a decrease in cognitive control may follow errors, and an increase in cognitive control may follow success. In this way, success breeds success. Critically, the hot hand may well remain a fallacy at the professional level when motivation is high, but fans and players may have experienced the hot hand themselves in amateur contexts where motivation is lower — hence the resilient nature of the belief. Future research might examine whether similar post-error recklessness occurs in the amateur sport context, where motivation may be lower and repeated errors may discourage players, whereas success may provide encouragement to take more care, and hence be more accurate. This would be commensurate with the findings that golfers (Cotton & Price, 2006) and tennis players (Klaassen & Magnus, 2001) with little competitive experience were more likely to demonstrate the hot hand than those with more competitive experience.

5 Conclusion

Our simultaneous investigation of post-error slowing and the hot hand revealed a surprising pattern of results that both supported and challenged existing theories. The take home message from our work is that caution is required when
applying our current understanding of how errors and success influence behaviour in novel contexts. We confirmed that motivation and cognitive control are central considerations when exploring the effect of previous outcomes. This conclusion is commensurate with the speculations of Yeung and Summerfield (2012); there may be substantial task-dependent differences in post-error behaviour for temporally extended and goal driven tasks. We conclude that post-error slowing should not necessarily be considered a general phenomenon in decision-making, but rather one that is pervasive in tasks that require a rapid response without much deliberation. Although replication and extension of our work to amateur sport is required, our work also has the potential to increase our understanding of hot hand beliefs. Although likely a fallacy in professional sports, the hot hand may be observed in contexts that encourage post-error recklessness.
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